LONELY BOY - Paul Anka
6/8 123456 123 (without intro)

Intro: | G  F  C | G  F  C | G  F  C | G

G           F  C  G                     D  C  D                 D  C  D                           G  F  C  G
I'm just a lonely boy,           lonely and blue,       I'm all a-lone,     with nothing to do
G    F  C  G                             D  C  D                D  C  D                         G  F  C  G
I've got every-thing               you could think of,        but all I want       is someone to love
G                          D                                                               G
Someone, yes, someone to love, someone to kiss, someone to hold at a moment like this
D                                                                      G     F   C   G  F  C  G  F  E7
I'd like to hear somebody say, "I'll give you my love, each night and day."
G           F  C  G                     D  C  D
I'm just a lonely boy,           lonely and blue,
D  C  D                           G  F  C   G  F  C  G  F  E7
I'm all a-lone, with nothing to do

GOODNIGHT, MY LOVE - Paul Anka

A                                      B7b9
Goodnight, my love,          pleasant dreams and sleep tight, my love
F#m                              C#m7
E7                                      E7
Bm7                                  Bm7

May to-morrow be sunny and bright, and bring you closer to me

A                                      E7
Before you go, there's just one thing I'd like to know:
F#m                              C#m7
A                                      C
Bm7                                  C
E7                                      E7

If your love is still warm for me, or has it gone cold
D                             Ab7b9
Db                                  Ab7b9

If you should a-wake in the still of the night, please have no fear
E                                      B7b9
B7b9                                  E
B7b9                                  E
D6                                      C#m7
E                                      E7

For I'll be there, darling, you know I care. Please give your love to me, dear, on - ly
p.2. Lonely Boy Medley

Goodnight, my love, pleasant dreams and sleep tight, my love

May to-morrow be sunny and bright, and bring you closer to me

**PUPPY LOVE**—Paul Anka

And they called it "puppy love," oh, I guess they'll never know

How a young heart, how it really feels, and why I love her so.

And they called it "puppy love," just because we're seven-teen

Tell them all, oh, please tell them it isn't fair to take away my only dream

I cry each night, these tears for you, my tears are all in vain

Oh I hope, I hope and I pray that, maybe some day, you'll be back in my arms once a-gain

Someone help me, help me please, is the answer, is it up a-bove?

How can I, oh, how can I ever tell them, oh, this is not a "puppy love"

Someone help me, help me please, is the answer up a-bove?

How can I, oh, how can I tell them, this is not a "puppy love"
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G F C G D C D D C D G F C G
I'm just a lonely boy, lonely and blue, I'm all a-lone, with nothing to do

G F C G D C D D C D G F C G
I've got every-thing you could think of, but all I want is someone to love

G D G
Someone, yes, someone to love, someone to kiss, someone to hold at a moment like this

D G F C G F C G F C G G F C G
I'd like to hear somebody say, "I'll give you my love, each night and day."

G F C G D C D
I'm just a lonely boy, lonely and blue,

D C D G F C G F C G F E7
I'm all a-lone, with nothing to do

GOODNIGHT, MY LOVE – Paul Anka

A F#m Bm7 E7 C#m7 F#m Bm7
Goodnight, my love, pleasant dreams and sleep tight, my love

E7 A F#m Bm7 E7 C#m7 C Bm7 C#m7 D E7
May to-morrow be sunny and bright, and bring you closer to me

A F#m Bm7 E7 C#m7 F#m Bm7
Before you go, there's just one thing I'd like to know:

E7 A F#m Bm7 E7 A F#m Ebm7b5 Ab7
If your love is still warm for me, or has it gone cold

Db Ab7b9 Db Ab7b9 Db Ab7b9 Db F#m7 B7b9
If you should a-wake in the still of the night, please have no fear

E B7b9 E B7b9 E B7b9 E D6 C#m7 E7
For I'll be there, darling, you know I care. Please give your love to me, dear, on-ly

A F#m Bm7 E7 C#m7 F#m Bm7
Goodnight, my love, pleasant dreams and sleep tight, my love

E7 A F#m Bm7 E7 A G7
May to-morrow be sunny and bright, and bring you closer to me
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**PUPPY LOVE**—Paul Anka

Dm7    G7                                            C      Am
And they called it "puppy love,"      oh, I guess they'll never know

Dm7    G7                                     C    C#MA7  C  Gm7  C7
How a young heart, how it really feels,    and why I love her so.

Dm7    G7                                            C      Am
And they called it "puppy love,"    just because we're seven-teen

Dm7    G7                                         C    C#MA7  C  Gm7  C7
Tell them all, oh, please tell them it isn't fair    to take away my only dream

F                                 Fm                          C                             Gm7  C7
I cry each night, these tears for you, my tears are all in vain

F                                                Em                                        D7                                     G7
Oh I hope, I hope and I pray that, maybe some day, you'll be back in my arms once a-gain

Dm7    G7                                            C      Am
Someone help me, help me please,    is the answer, is it up a-bove?

Dm7    G7                                          C    Ab7
How can I, oh, how can I ever tell them,    oh, this is not a "puppy love"

Ebm7  Ab7                                 Db     Bbm
Someone help me, help me please,    is the answer up a-bove?

Ebm7     Ab7                                     Db    DMA7  DbMA7
How can I, oh, how can I tell them,    this is not a "puppy love"